Recorded Map Look-up with GISWeb app

GISWeb URL:  http://gis.co.santa-cruz.ca.us/publicgisweb/

This is what the app looks like when its first opened.

1) Choose search type (by selecting the appropriate radio button APN - Address - Street - Intersection).
2) Enter the Value (APN or Address).
3) Press enter.
4) The map will zoom to the selected Address or APN
Then you can click on either the Recorded Maps and Docs tab along the top, or on the Recorded Maps and Docs button along the left side (do the same thing). The Recorded map layer is turned on by default, and all the recorded maps for the Parcel show up in the list on the bottom.
You can also select tools to define your area of interest. Point, Line, Rectangle, or Polygon. When you click on the tool and draw a shape on the map, all the recorded maps that intersect the shape you draw are listed at the bottom.

If you know the recorded map number you can enter it, then press the button with the magnifying glass.
Whichever way you query the recorded maps (except for entering a map number), all the other layers listed as tabs are also queried at the same time. After you do a search, you can click on Non-recorded maps and see all of them listed as well without having to query again with the APN or interactive query tools.
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